Come learn how to secure energy and maritime sectors across the globe!

Energy security requires access to affordable energy resources without significant disruptions in supply. Terrorist attacks on pipelines and ships transporting energy resources can disrupt the supply of energy resources, thus adversely impacting the stability of energy security. This training segment examines various acts of terrorism around the globe that have adversely impacted energy and maritime security. It subsequently considers existing measures that deal with the threat of terrorism to the energy and maritime sector. Finally, this training segment concludes by providing recommendations on better ways to secure energy and maritime sectors both within and outside of the United States.

Date: Thursday, March 12, from 6:30-9:30 PM
Location: Room 2200A North Building, 445 West 59th Street 10019
Course Fee: $75.00 ($65.00 for JJay Alumni, Students, Faculty and Staff)

To register or for further information please contact the Center at 212-484-1380 or send an email to squashie@jjay.cuny.edu

“All payments can be made directly to the Center. via check or money order.”